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Key Staff who will support your children whilst they attend CTTC

 Headteacher – Mr T. Chamberlin

 Deputy Headteacher – Ms N.Mason

 Chair of Governors (and SEN Governor) – Mrs D. Evans

 Senior Assistant Headteacher and SENCO – Miss J. Hayburn

 Year Teams led by Assistant Headteacher for Attendance and Behaviour – Mrs D. Thombs

 Year 7 – Mr N. Ferguson, Mrs H Hewitt, Mr C.Till (Asst HOY)

 Year 8 – Mr D. Meek, Mrs. M. Weaving

 Year 9 – Mrs E. Scholes, Mrs K.Graham, Mrs H. Woodhall

 Year 10 – Mr A. Bullock, Mrs S. Pickin

 Year 11 – Mr N.Grund, Mrs M. Gardner

 Learning Support – Miss J Hayburn, Mrs K.Lewis, Mrs L. Brown
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What are Special Educational Needs?

SEN: A child or young person has special educational needs if he or she has a learning difficulty or disability which calls 
for special educational provision to be made for him or her. A learning difficulty or disability is a significantly greater 
difficulty in learning than the majority of others of the same age. Special educational provision means educational or 
training provision that is additional to, or from, that made generally for others of the same age in a mainstream setting 
in England…Health care provision or social care provision which educates or trains a child or young person is to be 
treated as special educational provision. (Code of Practice 2014)

Disability: Many children and young people who have SEN may have a disability under the Equality Act 2010 – that is ‘A 
physical or mental impairment which has long-term and substantial adverse effect on their ability to carry out normal 
day-to-da activities.’ This definition includes sensory impairments such as those affecting sight or hearing, and long 
term health conditions such as asthma, diabetes.

Chase Terrace Technology College is a fully inclusive mainstream school. We provide SEND support for pupils with 
significant needs in the following areas:

 Communication and Interaction.

 Cognition and Learning.

 Social, mental and emotional health.

 Sensory and /or Physical.
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Cognition and Learning

This is where a student has issues with 
language, literacy or numeracy development. 
It may be that they have a low reading, 
spelling, comprehension or maths ability, 
or a Specific Learning Difficulty (SpLD such 
as dyslexia, dyscalculia or dyspraxia).

Communication & Interaction

This is where a student has difficulty 
communicating clearly with others. 
This may be what they are saying 
(appropriate use of language) or 
understanding what is being said to 
them or social interaction with others.

Social, Emotional and 
Mental Health difficulties

This refers to a student who has difficulty 
managing their emotional well-being. They 
may find it difficult to self-regulate their 
behaviour, be very anxious, depressed 
or have experienced trauma in their 
lives which is having a significant. 

Sensory and/or physical needs

A student has a physical disability
which renders the school 
environment inaccessible to them
or difficult to access in some way.
It may be a visual, hearing, or
other physical issue.
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Summary of School Responsibilities 

 Ensuring that all children have access to good/outstanding teaching and that the curriculum is adapted 
to meet your child’s individual needs (also known as differentiation). 

 Checking on the progress of your child and identifying, planning and delivering any additional help your 
child may need (this could be things like targeted work, additional support, adapting resources etc..) 
and discussing amendments with the SENCO as necessary. 

 Ensuring that all members of staff working with your child in school are aware of your child’s individual 
needs and/or conditions and what specific adjustments need to be made to enable them to be 
included and make progress. 

 Ensuring that all staff working with your child in school are supported in delivering the planned 
work/programme for your child, so they can achieve the best possible progress. This may involve the 
use of additional adults, outside specialist help and specially planned work and resources. 

 Ensuring that the school’s SEND Policy is followed in their classroom and for all the pupils they teach 
with any SEND.
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How we identify individual special educational learning needs

 If students have an identified special educational need or disability before they join CTTC we will work very 
closely with the people who already know them and support them. We will use the information from the 
Primary setting and any appropriate outside agencies to identify what the barriers to learning may be in our 
educational setting and use this information to plan appropriate support strategies.

 If you have concerns that your child may have special educational needs  we will happily discuss this with 
you and will arrange appropriate testing. This testing ordinarily will take place through school, but 
sometimes we will refer to/seek advice from specialised services such as the Educational Psychologist, or 
Speech and language Therapy. The findings would of course be shared with you and discussion would then 
take place as to any further appropriate steps.

 Initial and ongoing discussions with parents are vital in the identification and understanding of how a 
special educational need manifests itself both in the school and home environment and we welcome 
parental input. On transition parents are invited to contact school for additional meetings/visits and we will 
then share this information(where consent has been granted) more broadly with the relevant subject and 
support staff.
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How we identify individual special educational learning needs

 We will use all relevant data from the Primary School but will also test initially using spelling, reading 
and Maths tests to ensure we have a consistent baseline figure ourselves and we will also use our 
revision and assessment weeks (calendared three times a year) to monitor progress, identify any 
underachievement and adopt a “reteach” plan for any misconceptions about topics that appear not to 
have been understood. 

 Teachers/Teaching Assistants may feel that your child is exhibiting special needs and that their progress 
is being hindered in comparison to their peer group. In this instance the earlier we take action and 
modify provision the more likely we are able to resolve concerns and help students achieve success. We 
will observe your child’s learning characteristics and how they cope within our learning environments, 
we will assess their understanding of what we are doing in school and where appropriate use 
tests/further observations to pinpoint what is causing difficulty. This will help us to decide what is 
happening and why. If school becomes concerned about your child you will be contacted by a subject 
teacher, a Head of Department, a Head of Year, or Assistant Headteacher and SENCo, Miss Hayburn. 

 Further testing will be carried out as and when we feel it is appropriate to ensure the correct 
interventions can be applied. We will also use this for applications for examination support known as 
“access arrangements”
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How School Staff will support students and parents/carers

 Students are at the heart of what we do and it is imperative that as much as possible they are involved 
in any decision making regarding their education provision so students will be invited to meetings where 
appropriate and through discussions with tutors/subject staff and Teaching assistants we will continually 
address their views and concerns.

 All SEN information is placed on our School Information Management System (SIMS). Therefore staff 
have access to this information. We also place additional information on our school network and ensure 
through regular briefings and updates that staff are alerted to specific needs and any changes in need. 

 Where appropriate we will write and review Classroom Support plans and will hold review meetings 
during parent consultation evenings. We will also hold additional consultation meetings  to address 
support needs should it be considered beneficial for the student to fulfil their potential.

 When appropriate, staff are deployed to give children additional support in small groups outside the 
classroom, or to provide one-to-one support. 

 Students will be encouraged to engage with Independent learning both in school and at home as this 
enables students to practice and review what has been learned. Opportunities to complete Homework 
and gain support with this are offered before school, at break, lunchtimes and after school in the 
Resource centre and also at lunchtimes and after school in B8 where Teaching Assistants are on hand 
to support students with the completion of set tasks. 
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How School Staff will support students and parents/carers

 The School has a Development plan and a number of additional working groups that focus 
staff on improving teaching and learning across a range of key areas including SEND

 Whole staff training is used to disseminate knowledge, strategies and experience, to ensure 
consistency of the school’s approach for children with a SEND

 Individual staff attend training courses run by outside agencies that are relevant to the needs 
of specific children in their classes or for the development of their curriculum area

 Departments are also encouraged to work together to share good practice and they are 
encouraged to attend Learning Support meetings for specific students

 Regular briefings take place in school to update staff on students who have a more individual 
need and the school communication system is used to send more confidential information
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How School Staff will support students and parents/carers

 We offer opportunities for parents/carers in each year group to attend information evenings 
that share support strategies in current educational practice and expectations from examination 
boards.

 We also share information regarding appropriate resources to which students have access in 
and outside of school.  

 The School website will be updated regularly to include relevant support information for SEN 
and outside agencies who may also be able to support families

 The website will also be used to reinforce communication about appropriate resources and 
support activities/agencies with whom parents and carers may also wish to engage in support of 
their child. Some of these will be direct links to materials to contact details.

 If parents do not have ready access to ICT at home we do provide access to a laptop which is 
placed on the school reception and we will always ensure hard copies of any information are 
available upon request.
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How we use other adults in school to support students with Special Educational 
Needs or Disabilities

 Miss Julia Hayburn – Assistant Headteacher and SENCo leads a number of teams of very talented 
teaching and support staff who are all trained to work with students with a wide range of 
educational, social and emotional needs.

 Our Teaching Assistants provide support in class and also run Skills clubs before school. These clubs 
target areas of difficulty such as reading and spelling.

 Homework Clubs are also offered in Learning Support, Focus Room and the Resource Centre. 
These areas are supported and students can draw on adult support with their work.

 We have 1-1 intervention tutors in English and Maths who are focused upon ensuring students 
make expected levels of progress during KS 3 and 4.

 We liaise with many outside agencies to ensure appropriate support at all levels of need for 
students (specific details follow later)

 Our Year Teams and Leadership Team analyse student performance data on a regular basis to 
ensure students are making appropriate levels of progress and they will act accordingly on any 
issues raised by the data.
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What Support will there be for my child’s overall well being?

 Each year group has a dedicated team working for and with the students

 The team is made up of a Head of Year, a Student Support Officer and 8/9 Form Tutors

 Students also have access to emotional and behavioural support through The Focus Room and the Local Short Stay School. 
Counselling for anger management and other behaviour/emotional issues is offered on a drop in basis/or by appointment.

 Where we feel students may need greater specialised support we will discuss with family and more specific referrals to 
specialised services will be made.

 We have a dedicated First Aider who is able to make basic preliminary assessments of a child’s injury and will make 
appropriate referrals to more specialist help in discussion and liaison with parents.

 The medical team will also liaise with the school nurse and On site and external Health and Safety expertise in creating 
medical care plans where long term conditions have a higher level of need.

 Medicines can be appropriately stored in school once a medical form has been completed. The medicines are locked away 
and can also be stored in a refrigerator if necessary.

 If a child has a long term health condition then we will work with health professionals e.g. Physiotherapy, Macmillan etc. to 
support the student with their emotional needs and their rehabilitation/reintegration into school 

 School attendance is monitored on a daily basis and where we have concerns related to attendance we will liaise 
with families. We now work with ATTEND , an outside company who offer support in a similar way to that of the EWO 
service – they will make house calls, will check on well being, will support re-integration programmes for persistent 
absentees and will also support any legal routes that may need to be implemented in the more persistent cases.
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How accessible is the school environment?

 The majority of the school was rebuilt following a devastating fire. The design of the building has 
taken in to consideration the needs of all students including those with more specific mobility issues.  

 We currently have 2  lifts in the main school building (we are hoping to replace our 3rd) and a low rise 
staircase leading from reception. These facilities, including additional an additional lift in the 
Technology Block) ensure that all students have access to the whole school.

 We have safe evacuation chairs in the school and staff are trained in their use for students who have 
significant mobility issues. Students are also protected through safe evacuation stairwells. Staff have 
recently been retrained, the team expanded and the safe evacuation procedure overhauled.

 There are disabled car parking spaces on both car parks.

 We also have a number of Disabled toilets around the school on all floors, one of which is more 
specifically kitted out with specialist equipment allowing students access to a hoist and shower 
facilities.

 The school has a hearing loop for anyone who may require auditory support and we also make 
referrals where appropriate for support with sign language and translation services.
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How accessible is the school environment?

 The swimming pool has increased facilities including a hoist for easy access to and from the pool

 All classrooms that house practical subjects have increased levels of equipment to support students 
with mobility and motor skill difficulties. Tables that can be lowered or made higher as appropriate. 

 We seek advice and support from outside agencies who have more specific experience with more 
complex needs. For example we have in the past worked closely with Saxon Hill (a local special 
school for disabilities) and Health to ensure we are continually up to date with the most relevant 
educational resources for students working in more practical environments.

 In order to ensure inclusive practice in the classroom we have purchased a number of more 
specialised resources such as perching stools, standing frames, screen filters, magnifiers as 
necessary to allow students the choice of and access to the full range of subjects available in school.
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How we use specialist resources to support students with special 
educational needs or disabilities

 All our staff are trained in a variety of approaches which means that we are able to adapt to a 
range of SEN: - specific learning difficulties (including dyslexia); Autistic Spectrum Condition; 
speech, language and communication needs; and behavioural, social and emotional difficulties. 

 We are a FULL STATUS dyslexia friendly school. We use a number of teaching methods that are 
adapted to the needs of both groups and individual pupils, including use of coloured page books, 
coloured overlays, scaffolding tasks etc. 

 We are an inclusive school. Wherever possible children are taught alongside their peers in clear 
differentiated groups. Teachers adapt their teaching constantly in order to cater for their pupils 
needs, planning more individual timetables where necessary. 

 All our staff are encouraged to adapt resources to either offer a greater level of support or to 
make learning more challenging so that every child is able to achieve their very best. 

 We use additional schemes/materials so that staff can use as a resource to ensure work is always 
at the right level for pupils with special educational needs, or those who are gifted and talented. 
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How we use specialist resources to support students with special 
educational needs or disabilities

 Our Learning Support team and Inclusion team make bespoke individual resources for students 
with special educational needs so that their specific learning targets and needs reflect the 
learning undertaken by their peers.

 We use a range of software on our school learning platform/website to help students engage 
with subjects they find difficult, to practice basic skills and work towards becoming independent 
learners.

 Under the new constraints of GDPR students are still encouraged to use tablets/Ipads in school 
and we regularly recommend specific educational resources/ ways of working in the class and at 
home that utilises a range of teaching and learning styles, but does not compromise data access, 
or consent.

 We have a detailed Behaviour policy which is adhered to by all staff so that students have a 
consistent policy with which they can engage. 

 This is supported by our Behaviour and Achievement programme that recognises and rewards 
student achievement 
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What extra support we bring in to help us meet SEN:- services; expertise. 
How we work together collaboratively

 We can access support from specialist teachers for advice about accessing the curriculum and 
SEND related needs such as Communication and Interaction, Cognition and Learning, Social, 
emotional and mental health difficulties, Sensory and/ or physical needs; all of which include 
the areas of speech, language and communication; hearing impairment; visual impairment; 
severe learning difficulties and autism. 

 Our local authority provides educational psychologist support for assessment, advice and 
training. 

 We have an Educational Welfare Officer who works closely with staff, pupils and families in 
raising attendance and punctuality. 

 We get support from Speech and Language Therapy (SALT) through referrals and they advise us 
on strategies and programmes. We refer pupils for assessment if we believe they need a period 
of therapy. 

 We will refer students to and liaise with the Autism Outreach Service

 We liaise with the School Nurse regularly. 
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What extra support we bring in to help us meet SEN:- services; expertise. 
How we work together collaboratively

 As previously stated we do seek support from occupational therapy and physiotherapy for pupils 
who need assessment for issues such as special seating or advice about exercise programmes. 
They guide school staff in meeting the needs of pupils with disabilities. We also regularly access 
support from Outreach services for additional advice and guidance about specific children. 

 Together we review your child’s progress and agree what everyone will do to make teaching 
more effective and learning easier. We always seek the voice of the child when carrying out 
reviews, whether they come in person, if appropriate or they complete a pupil voice sheet, with 
help if necessary.

 To ensure that our liaison with other agencies is effective we need good communication and 
that may mean that we will call a larger meeting so we can all meet together to share and   co-
ordinate support and discuss common strategies. This meeting may be referred to as a Team 
Around The Child (TAC), or Team Around the Family (TAF) meeting brought together under an 
Early Help Action Plan, or an “Outcome Star” and under this process a Key Worker or a Lead 
Worker will be designated.
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What other activities are available for students with SEN in addition 
to the curriculum?

 We offer a range of extra-curricular activities open to all students. These activities/clubs 
are advertised in school and additionally on the website. Our internal notice system is 
used to highlight clubs and encourage students attendance.

 We have regular educational visits, and many other visitors to school to bring our 
curriculum to life through “collapsed days” and our end of year “Enrichment Week”.  
Students with special educational needs and disabilities are always included in these and 
we provide staff to support their full involvement if needed. We always choose enhanced 
school provision to be accessible by all. 

 We have extended programmes of provision for students under our Gifted and Talented 
programme, Raising Boys and Raising Girls achievement programme, our STEM group 
(enhanced provision for those with a greater interest in Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Maths).
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How we support Students in their transition into and moving on from the Secondary 
school environment?

 Transition to Secondary School is supported by meetings, as and when appropriate, information leaflets and 
taster sessions in the new school.

 Our “Lead Practitioner”, Mr G Mulvey, takes responsibility for developing some highly imaginative and creative 
projects that help support cross phase curriculum opportunities between our Primary schools and CTTC

 Students are given the opportunity to meet with their year team, their form tutor and experience some of the 
new subjects that Secondary school has to offer.

 Parents and children who are joining our school mid-term are encouraged to visit the school before they start. 

 When we are aware that pupils joining us from other settings have identified special educational needs, we 
will often arrange a visit to observe them in their familiar environment and to liaise with the staff who know 
the student best. 

 When necessary we will write transition plans in collaboration with staff from the previous school and the key 
professionals who are already familiar with the needs of the child. This ensures a smooth and supportive start 
to life in our school. 

 We hold transition meetings with Year 6 leaders and Primary School SENCO’s in the 2nd part of the summer 
term to chat through the strategies that have worked with specific children and the recommendations for 
support in our school. 
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How we support Students in their transition into and moving on from the Secondary 
school environment?

 Our Head of Information, Advice and Guidance , Mrs Poppleton, works alongside our SENCo to support 
students moving on from Secondary School. She liaises with local and specialist Colleges,  Training Providers, 
Employers and the Voluntary sector to ensure that students are given the best independent and impartial 
advice regarding periods of progression/transition between Key Stages and when moving into Post 16 options. 

 During Year 9 students are offered a number of opportunities to gain information about KS4 option choices 
and extra meetings are offered for students and their parents/carers where we feel more information/support 
would be beneficial

 During KS4 further meetings are held to discuss and arrange a work experience placement

 Additional meetings are held to look at career options and therefore what may be the most appropriate 
Post 16 pathway for each individual student

 For those students with SEND additional meetings are held at important times of transition. These will 
certainly begin in year 9 and encompass the Options process. These meetings will help to facilitate completion 
of the options choices and ensure any additional intervention that may be required. If needed at the end 
of KS4 we will arrange for transition meetings in school with college representatives and can arrange, 
and will sometimes accompany students on, any additional visits if these are also considered 
beneficial/necessary.
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How SEN Funding and Additional Funding works?

 Within the School budget the school receives money from Staffordshire that is designated for 
supporting students with SEN

 There are additional funds available at times for which applications can be made, but Local 
authority SEND funding and resourcing is currently undergoing some transformational change to 
ensure that we can offer the most efficient support. 

 If a student’s Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP) identifies something that is significantly 
different to what is usually available, there may be additional funding allocated. Parents and 
schools will work together to see how this funding is used. You will be told if this means you are 
eligible for a personal budget. This must be used to fund any agreed plan. 
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Where students can get extra support?
 We listen to what children tell us about how they like to learn. Their views and feelings are important 

to us and have an impact on our practice. Students are encouraged to enter into a dialogue with all 
staff regarding their learning – this is am embedded feature of our Teaching and Learning Policy and 
also part of how we assess and mark students’ work.

 Our children are made aware of the support that surrounds them in school. They know who to talk to, 
how to access information, or if they have any concerns they want to share who they can speak with. 

 We have a range of staff ready to support students. The Year Teams, Learning Support department, 
Focus Room/Inclusion Team and subject staff are all ready to offer additional support, but students 
need to ensure this is arranged at mutually convenient times. 

 We have a team of peer mentors to support students on transition to school and they continue to 
offer support via the Focus Room if students feel they would like to speak to someone 

 We will always welcome parents into school and encourage a positive dialogue about how students 
are best supported and how we can ensure appropriate progression. 
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Where parents/carers can get additional support?

 Our inclusive philosophy aims to support parents of children with special educational needs or 
disabilities so that their child’s journey through our school is smooth, successful and anxiety 
free. Our practice is enhanced by your views, it is important that people listen to them and that 
you are satisfied with what happens as a result of our collaboration. 

 The Staffordshire Parent Partnership Service can offer advice and support to parents of pupils 
with special educational needs or disabilities. Their telephone number is 01785 356921 

 The Parent Support Advisor at Burntwood Local Support Team can put parents in touch with a 
wide range of support groups as appropriate to the specific needs of your child. 
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What parents/carers can do if they are not satisfied with a decision or 
what is happening?

 Your first point of contact is a member of your child’s year team. This may be their form tutor or more 
likely their Student Support Officer or Head of Year. You can contact them to arrange a mutually 
convenient time to discuss any concerns or in the case of an emergency we will arrange someone 
who could see you more immediately. In addition, members of our Senior leadership team are also 
available to discuss any concerns. If you are not satisfied that your concern has been addressed then 
you may speak to the head teacher. If he cannot solve your issues, they would then be referred to our 
Governing Body. 

 If your concern is with the local authority support there is a complaints procedure, you would contact 
the manager for SEN inclusion on 01785 854207. 

 The local authority has a multi-agency panel who consider unresolved issues. You are entitled to 
appeal against any decision made about your child that you are not in agreement with. They will offer 
you an independent mediator if you are still not satisfied. The mediator will try to help you to agree a 
resolution with the local authority that you are happy with: Telephone 01922 686200. Alternatively, 
the Parent Partnership Service (01922 650330) provide independent information and advice.
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Useful Websites

Parent partnership 

 http://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/education/welfareservice/SpecialEducationalNeeds/spps/home.aspx

Local support Team 

 http://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/health/childrenandfamilycare/FamiliesFirstPartners/yourlocalsupportteam.aspx

Autism 

 http://www.autism.org.uk/

Dyslexia 

 http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/

Dyspraxia 

 http://www.dyspraxiafoundation.org.uk/about-dyspraxia/

SaLT (Speech and Language Therapy)

 http://www.private-speech-therapy.co.uk/

http://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/education/welfareservice/SpecialEducationalNeeds/spps/home.aspx
http://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/health/childrenandfamilycare/FamiliesFirstPartners/yourlocalsupportteam.aspx
http://www.autism.org.uk/
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/
http://www.dyspraxiafoundation.org.uk/about-dyspraxia/
http://www.private-speech-therapy.co.uk/
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COP Code of practice ADHD Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder

LA Local Authority ASC Autism Spectrum Condition

CLA Child who is Looked After OT Occupational Therapist

CAMHs Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service ODD Oppositional Defiance Disorder

EP Educational Psychologist SaLT Speech and Language Therapy

SEND Special Educational Needs and Disability HI Hearing Impairment

SENCo Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator VI Visual Impairment

CSP Classroom Support Plan PT Physio Therapy

EHCP Education, Health Care Plan GDD Global Developmental Delay

FSM Free School Meals MEAS Minority Ethnic Achievement Service

EFSM Ever 6 Free School Meals (eligible for over the past 6 yrs) SA/SA+ School action or action plus stage of the COP

BeCo Behaviour Coordinator S Statement stage of SEN COP

CAF Common Assessment Framework

Glossary of Terms


